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Fast Variational Sparse Bayesian Learning With Automatic
Relevance Determination for Superimposed Signals
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Abstract—In this work, a new fast variational sparse Bayesian learning
(SBL) approach with automatic relevance determination (ARD) is pro-
posed. The sparse Bayesian modeling, exemplified by the relevance vector
machine (RVM), allows a sparse regression or classification function to
be constructed as a linear combination of a few basis functions. It is
demonstrated that, by computing the stationary points of the variational
update expressions with noninformative (ARD) hyperpriors, a fast ver-
sion of variational SBL can be constructed. Analysis of the computed
stationary points indicates that SBL with Gaussian sparsity priors and
noninformative hyperpriors corresponds to removing components with
signal-to-noise ratio below a 0 dB threshold; this threshold can also be
adjusted to significantly improve the convergence rate and sparsity of SBL.
It is demonstrated that the pruning conditions derived for fast variational
SBL coincide with those obtained for fast marginal likelihood maximiza-
tion; moreover, the parameters that maximize the variational lower bound
also maximize the marginal likelihood function. The effectiveness of fast
variational SBL is demonstrated with synthetic as well as with real data.

Index Terms—Automatic relavance determination, sparse Bayesian
learning, variational Bayesian inference.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade research of sparse signal representations has
received considerable attention [1]–[5]. With a few minor variations,
the general goal of sparse reconstruction is to optimally estimate the
parameters of the following canonical model:

��� � ������ � ��� (1)

where ��� � � is a vector of targets, ��� � ����
�
� � � � � ���

�
� is a design

matrix with � columns corresponding to basis functions ���
�
� � ,

� � �� � � � � �, and ��� � ���� � � � � ���
� is a vector of weights that are

to be estimated. The additive perturbation ��� is typically assumed to be
a white Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
���			 , where � is a noise precision parameter. Imposing constraints on
the model parameters ��� is a key to sparse signal modeling [3].

In sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [2], [4], [6] the weights ��� are
constrained using a parametric prior 
��������	; this prior is a symmetric
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probability density function (pdf) with zero mean and prior parame-
ters��� � ���� � � � � ���

� —also called sparsity parameters—that are in-
versely proportional to the width of the pdf. Hence, a large value of ��
drives the posterior value of the corresponding element �� in the vector
��� towards zero, thus encouraging a solution with only a few nonzero
coefficients.

In the relevance vector machine (RVM) approach to the SBL
problem [2], the sparsity parameters ��� are estimated by maximizing
the marginal likelihood 
��������� � 	 � 
��������� �	
��������	
���, which is
also termed model evidence [2], [6], [7]; the corresponding estimation
approach is then referred to as the Evidence Procedure [2]. Unfortu-
nately, the RVM solution is known to converge rather slowly and the
computational complexity of the algorithm scales as ����	[2], [8];
this makes the application of RVMs to large data sets impractical. In
[8] an alternative learning scheme was proposed to alleviate this draw-
back. Specifically, for a Gaussian prior 
��������	 � ����

�

� �� �
�

	

the maximum of the marginal likelihood function with respect to a
single sparsity parameter ��, assuming the sparsity parameters of the
other basis functions are fixed, can be evaluated in closed form.1

An alternative approach to SBL is based on approximating the
posterior 
����� �� �������	 with a variational proxy pdf ����� �� ���	 �

����	��	����	 [10] so as to maximize the variational lower bound on
��� 
����	 [11]. There are several advantages of the variational approach
to SBL as compared to that proposed in [2] and [8]. First, the distri-
butions rather than point estimates of the unobserved variables can be
obtained. Second, the variational approach to SBL allows one to obtain
analytical approximations to the posterior distributions of interest even
when exact inference of these distributions is intractable. Finally, the
variational methodology provides a unifying framework for inference
on graphical models that represent extensions of (1), such as different
sparsity priors, parametric design matrices, etc. (see, e.g., [12] and
[13]). Unfortunately, the variational approach to SBL discussed in
[10] is similar to the RVM in terms of estimation complexity and is
prone to a slow convergence rate. Also, the pdfs ����	 and ��	 are
estimated so as to approximate the true posterior pdfs, thus obscuring
the structure of the marginal likelihood that was exploited in [8] to
accelerate the convergence rate of the learning scheme.

One possible strategy to improve the convergence rate of variational
inference is to reduce coupling between the estimated random vari-
ables (see e.g., [14] and [15]). In this paper we propose an alternative
approach that in some sense imitates fast marginal likelihood maxi-
mization (FMLM). Specifically, we consider the maximization of the
variational lower bound with respect to a single factor ���	. As we
will demonstrate, it then becomes possible to analytically compute the
stationary points of the repeated updates of ���	 and ����	 that maxi-
mize the bound and thus accelerate convergence. In [12] this was done
both for a Gaussian prior 
������	 and a Laplace prior 
������	 �
����������	 when ����	 �

�
���	, i.e., when the correlations be-

tween the elements of ��� are ignored. Here we present an extension
of these results for the Gaussian prior case when ����	 does not fully
factor. We derive the closed form expressions for the stationary points
of the variational updates of ���	 and determine conditions that ensure
convergence to these stationary points. We demonstrate that the conver-
gence condition for each ���	 has a simple and intuitive interpretation
in terms of the component signal to noise ratio (SNR), which provides
further insight into the performance of SBL and eventually allows one
to improve it. Moreover, we show that this convergence condition coin-

1Fast suboptimal solutions to SBL with Laplace prior ���������� �
����� � �� �� have also been proposed [9].
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cides with the condition that determines the maximum of the marginal
likelihood function with respect to a single sparsity parameter.

Throughout this paper we shall make use of the following nota-
tion. The expression ��������� stands for a diagonal matrix with the
elements of ��� on the main diagonal; ������� denotes the trace of the
matrix ��� ; 	���
���� denotes a matrix obtained by deleting the �th row
and �th column from the matrix ���; similarly, 	���
�� denotes a vector
obtained by deleting the �th element from the vector ���. Finally, for a
random vector ���, �������������� denotes a multivariate Gaussian pdf with
mean ��� and covariance matrix ���; similarly, for a random variable �,
������� ��  �

����
���� �������� denotes a gamma pdf with param-

eters � and �.

II. VARIATIONAL SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING

In SBL it is assumed that the joint pdf factorizes as 	�


� �� ���� � 
	��


� ��	�


�����	�����	��� [2], [4], [6]. Under the Gaussian noise
assumption the likelihood 	��


� �� is given as 	��


� �� 
������


� �������. The second term 	�


����� is the sparsity prior
that is assumed to factorize as 	�


�����  �

��� 	�
�����. Henceforth,
we will restrict our analysis to a Gaussian sparsity prior case where
	�
�����  ��
���� �

��
� �. The choice of the prior 	��� is arbitrary

in the context of this work; a convenient choice would be a gamma
distribution , i.e., 	���  ���� ��� ��, since it is a conjugate prior for
the precision of the Gaussian likelihood 	��


� ��. The prior 	����,
also called the hyperprior of the �th component, is selected as a gamma
pdf ��������� ���.

The variational solution to SBL is obtained by maximizing a varia-
tional lower bound on a log-evidence ��� 	�� [10], [11], which can be
shown to be equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the approximating pdf ��


����� � �  ��


����� �

��� �����
and the posterior pdf 	�


� �� �����. The factors of ��


����� � �, selected as
��


�  ��


��


� �����, �����  ��������������, and ����  ���� ���� ���,
are the variational approximating factors. It has been shown [10] that
the parameters of the approximating factors—the variational parame-
ters—can be computed as follows:

����  ���������� ����������
��

� �


  �� ��������
 (2)

���  �� �
�

�
� ���  �� �

�� �
��
� � �����

�
(3)

��  ��
�

�
� and ��  ��

������


�� � ���������������

�
(4)

where ��  �������  �	
�


, ���  ��� �����  ��
��

, �
� is the �th

element of the vector �


, and ���� is the �th element on the main diagonal
of the matrix ����.

A. Fast Variational SBL

Essentially, the variational update expressions (2)–(4) provide the
estimates of the parameters of the corresponding approximating pdfs.
These expressions reduce to those obtained in [2] when the approx-
imating factors ���� and ����� are chosen as Dirac measures on the
corresponding domains and the expectation-maximization (EM) algo-
rithm is used to maximize the marginal likelihood function. In [8] the
authors circumvent the EM-based maximization of the marginal likeli-
hood by computing the maximizer of the marginal log-likelihood func-
tion with respect to a single sparsity parameter �� in closed form. In
the variational approach the marginal likelihood function is not avail-
able. Nonetheless, as we intend to demonstrate, it is possible to analyti-
cally compute the stationary points of the repeated updates of ��


� and

����� for a single basis function, which also leads to a similar efficient
realization of SBL.

Consider now the variational update expressions (2)–(4). Due to the
convexity of the variational lower bound in the approximating factors
��


�, ����, ������ �  �� � � � � �, we can update these factors in any
order [11]; furthermore, a group of factors can be updated successively
while keeping the other factors fixed.2 Let us consider a noninforma-
tive hyperprior 	����, obtained by selecting ��  ��  � for all com-
ponents [2]. We now study the expression for the mean ��� of ����� for
some fixed basis function.3 From (3) and the properties of a Gamma
distribution it follows that ����� 

��
��

 ����� ��


�


� � ���������, where
����  	�� � � � � �� �� �� � � � � �
� is a vector of all zeros with 1 at the �th
position. Let us now assume that ��


� and ����� are successively up-
dated while keeping ���� and �����, � � �, fixed. This will generate a

sequence of estimates ��
	�

� 

��

��



���

, with each element in the

sequence computed according to (3). Our goal is to compute the sta-
tionary point ��	�


� of this sequence as � ���.

First we note that �


�


�  �� ���������
��������

�
and thus (3) can be

rewritten as

�����  ���
�
� ���

���������

��������

�
� ���������� (5)

Now consider the influence of a single sparsity parameter ��� on the
matrix ���� in (2). By noting that ���������� 

�
����������

�
� , we rewrite ���� as

����  ���������� ����������
�
� �

� ���

����������
�
�

��

 ����� �
������������

�
�
�����

����� � �����
���������

(6)
where the latter expression was obtained using the matrix inversion
lemma [16] and defining

�����  ��������� �
� ���

����������
�
�

��

� (7)

Finally, we define

��  ���
�
�
��������� and �

�
�  �� ������ ��������

�

�������������� (8)

Now, by substituting (6) into (5) and using the definitions (8), we obtain

�����  ���
� � ����

��� � ����
�
�

����� � ��
�

��� �
�
�

������ � ����
� (9)

Expression (9) is a modified version of (5) that is now an implicit
function of ���. Solving for ��� naturally leads to the desired sta-
tionary point ��

	�

� . Observe that (9) can be seen as a nonlinear map

��
	���

�  � ���

	�

� � that at iteration � maps ��

	�

� to ��

	���

� . Natu-

rally, the stationary points of this map are equivalent to the desired
(possibly multiple) stationary points ��

	�

� . The following theorem

provides analytical expressions for the stationary points of the map
��
	���

�  � ���

	�

� �.

2Note, however, that the order in which the factors are updated is important
since different update orderings might lead to different local optima of the vari-
ational lower bound. We will return to this issue later in the text.

3Notice that since � � � � �, the parameters of ��� � in (3) can be spec-
ified as �� � and �� � , where �� � . Thus, it makes sense

to study the stationary point of the variational update expression in terms of �� ,
rather than in terms of �� and �� . However, the following analysis can be sim-
ilarly performed for arbitrary values � � � and � � �, resulting merely in
a bit more involved expressions. For the sake of brevity we leave this analysis
outside the scope of this paper.
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Theorem 1: Assuming an initial condition �
���
� � �, the iterations

of the nonlinear map

��
�����
� �� ���

���
� � � ���

� � ���� ��� � ����
�
�

�

��
� ��

�
��� �

�
�

�

��
���

�

��

(10)

where ��
� and �� are given by (8), converge as ���� to

��
���
� �

���
� � ���

��� ��
� � ��

�� ��
� � ��.

(11)

Proof: We begin by computing the stationary points of the map
��
�����
� � � ���

���
� �. By inspecting (9) we observe that �����

� �� is a
stationary point. The other solution is found by solving ���� �� ����� � �
� with respect to ���� . After rather tedious but straightforward algebraic
manipulations we obtain the second stationary point at

��
���
� � ���� � ���

� � ���
��
� (12)

We now investigate the stability of (12) by analyzing the map (10) in
the vicinity of ���� � ���

� � ���
��. It is known that a stationary point of

a map is asymptotically stable if the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the
map evaluated at this stationary point are all within a unit circle. Thus,
we compute

�� ����� �

����� �� �	� �� 


� � ����� � ���
� �

��
�

� (13)

Now, it can be shown4 that
� 	� ��� 


�
	 	 when

�
�
� ��� (14)

�
�
� 	�� 	 �	 �

�
����

� � (15)

Observe that the condition (15) suggests that the stationary point (12)
might become negative. However, the negative value of ����

� cannot be
reached for ����� � � since the map (10) can be shown to be positive
for �� and ��

� satisfying (15).5 Thus, �����
� � ���

� � ���
�� is a stable

positive stationary point only when ��
� � ��; if �� � ��

� , then (12) loses
its stability and the iterations of the map converge to the other positive
stationary point at �����

� ��, i.e., the iterations simply diverge.
Corollary 1: Assume that 
� � �� � � and (14) is satisfied for some

basis function ����. Then the following is true: i) the repeated updates of
����� and ���� from (2) and (3), respectively, maximize the variational

lower bound and ii) ���� converges to ���� � 
� ��� �� �
	� �� 


�
.

Expression (12) together with the pruning condition (14) allow one
to assess the impact of the �th basis vector ���� in the matrix ��� on the
variational lower bound by computing (11): a finite value of �����

� in-
structs us to keep the �th component since it should increase the bound,
while an infinite value of �����

� indicates that the basis vector � is super-
fluous. In this way all � basis vectors can be processed sequentially in
a round-robin fashion.

B. Analysis of the Pruning Condition

Since the pruning condition (14) is a key to the model sparsity, let
us study it in greater detail. From (8) it follows that ��

� and �� are,
respectively, a squared weight of the basis���� and the estimated variance
of this weight obtained when ��� � � and ��� , � �� �, are fixed. Notice

4Assuming � � � according to definition (8).
5Naturally, the map (10) is also positive for � and � satisfying (14).

that the ratio
�

�
can be recognized as an estimate of the �th component

SNR. Furthermore, according to (14) the basis function ���� is retained

in the model provided SNR� �
�

�
� 	, i.e., when the component’s

SNR is above 0 dB; otherwise, the component is pruned.
This simple interpretation of the pruning condition can be used to

generalize (14) to any desired SNR above 0 dB. More specifically,
given a certain desired SNR�� � 	, the pruning condition (14) can be
empirically adjusted as

�
�
� � �� 	 SNR�� (16)

which allows for a removal of the �th component with the SNR satis-
fying SNR� � SNR��. Note, however, that the adjustment (16) might
potentially decrease the variational lower bound since it will remove
basis functions with finite sparsity parameters. Despite the empirical
nature of (16), it has, however, a firm theoretical justification. It can

be shown that SNR� �
�

�
follows a �� distribution when the actual

weight �� is 0 and a noncentral �� distribution when �� �� �. This
allows formulating a statistical composite hypothesis test to determine

whether an estimate
�

�
follows a �� distribution, and thus ��� must

be 0, or a noncentral �� distribution, which means ��� �� �. Based on
this interpretation, it can then be shown that (14) corresponds to a test
with a rather large test size. In contrast, (16) corresponds to a test with
a smaller test size determined by SNR�� � 	. Space limitations prohibit
a detailed study of this interpretation of (16).

III. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Efficient Computation of the Test Parameters ��
� and ��

Consider the matrix ���� in (7) in an alternative (permuted) form,
where ���� is shifted to the last column of ���:

������
�� ����� � ������������ ������

�� ����
������� ����� ������� ����

��

� (17)

Here, ����� is a matrix obtained from ��� by removing the �th basis ���� and
������ � ��������. Using a standard result for block matrix inversion [16], the
expression (17) can be rewritten as

����
��
�� � ��

 ��� ��� 

��� ���

��

��� ����������
�� �����

��
�

������
� ���

�
� �����

������ ���
�

(18)

where �� � ������� ���� � �� ������ �����
���������

�
�� ���� and ������ � �������

�� ����� �

�������������
�� �

����� ������� ��� ����

��� ������� ����

.

Using (18), ��
� and �� in (8) can now be computed as

�� ��������� ���� � �� ������ �����
���������

�
�� �����

��

and

�
�
� ���� �����

�
� ���� �� ������

�
� �����

���������
�
�� ����

�
� (19)

Notice that when the basis ���� is retained in the model, the matrix ����
can be efficiently updated:

���� � ���� �
�����������

�
�
����

���
���
� � ������ � �����

��������
(20)

where ��
���
� � ���

� � ���
�� and ��� is a previous mean of ����.

B. Equivalence Between Fast Variational SBL and Fast Marginal
Likelihood Maximization

Theorem 2: Consider a basis function ���� and assume that the pdfs
����, � �� �, and ��� are fixed. Let �����

� be the mean of ���� ob-
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Fig. 1. Sparse vector estimation results averaged over 50 independent noise realizations. (a) Normalized mean-square error (NMSE) versus the SNR. (b) The
estimated number of components versus the SNR. (c) The convergence of the estimated weights versus the number of iterations for SNR = 10 dB. (d) The estimated
number of components versus the number of iterations for SNR = 10 dB.

tained by repeatedly updating ad infinitum ������ and ����� from (2)
and (3), respectively. Then, �����

� given by (11) is a maximizer of the
marginal likelihood function ��������� ������� �� � with respect to the sparsity
parameter ��.

Proof: It has been shown [8] that the maximum of
��� ��������� ������� �� � with respect to �� is obtained at

��� �
��� ��

�
� � ���

��� ��� 	 ��

�� ��� � ��
(21)

where �� � 



�
� ���

��
��




�, �� � 



�
� ���

��
��

���, and ����� � ������� �

� ��� ��
��
� 


�




�
� . Using the Woodbury matrix identity [16] applied

to �������
it is easy to show that � � ���� and ��

� �
�

�
. Thus, (i)

the pruning condition ��� 	 �� in (21) is equivalent to the pruning
condition ��

� 	 � in (14), and (ii) the value of ��� in (21) and that of
��
���
� in (11) coincide.

C. Algorithm Summary

We summarize the main steps of the proposed fast variational SBL
scheme in Algorithm 1. It should be mentioned that updating ���� re-
quires recomputing the � � � covariance matrix ����, an ����� oper-
ation. Notice that for both the FMLM algorithm [8] and the fast vari-
ational SBL algorithm the functions 


� can theoretically be processed
in any order. However, the exact order in which basis functions 


� are
processed matters since different update protocols can lead to different
local optima. In our work we first update components with large values
of ���, i.e., those basis functions that are least well aligned with the
measurement ���. This might potentially reduce the dimensionality of the
model already at early iterations.

Algorithm 1
1: Initialize ������, ������, ����
2: while Continue if not converged do
3: for � � �	� 
 
 
 � �� do

4: Compute: � and ��
� from (19)

5: if ��
� 	 � then

6: ��
���
� � �

�� �� 	
, update ���� from (20)

7: else

8: ���� � ������, ���� � ��������, � � � � 	;
9: end if
10: end for

11: Compute ���� from (2), ���� from (4) and recompute ���� from (2)
12: Check for convergence
13: end while

For algorithm initialization we use the following simple procedure.
First, the initial value for the mean �� of the noise pdf ���� is chosen.
Then, the parameters of ������ are initialized as ���� � ���������������

and ���� � �� �����
���; finally, parameters of �����, � � 	� 
 
 
 � �, are found

using (3). Such initialization also provides an initial ranking of the com-
ponents 


� based on the values of ����, which is then used to define a
sequence of basis function updates used by the FMLM and the fast
variational SBL algorithms. Notice that the fast variational SBL can
also start with an empty model and add basis functions sequentially,
each time testing whether a new basis function should be retained in
the model or pruned.

D. Simulation Results

In this section we compare the simulation results of our proposed
algorithm (FV-SBL) with the RVM algorithm [2] that does not use
EM-based marginal likelihood maximization, the variational RVM al-
gorithm (V-RVM) [10], and parameter-expanded variational Bayesian
inference (PX-VB) [15]. Due to space limitations only two experiments
are studied. In the first experiment we consider a sparse vector estima-
tion problem with random and a fixed number of nonzero weights. In
the other experiment we test the algorithms using the Concrete Com-
pressive Strength (CCS) data set [17] from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository [18]; this is a multivariate regression data set with 8 at-
tributes and 1030 instances.

RVM, V-RVM and PX-VB methods require one to specify a pruning
threshold for the sparsity parameters ����; specifically, when some ���
exceeds the pruning threshold, the corresponding basis function is re-
moved from the model. In all simulations we set this threshold to 	���,
as suggested in [2]. Obviously the estimated sparsity depends on a par-
ticular choice of this threshold. In contrast, for FV-SBL and FMLM
methods the divergence of sparsity parameters is detected using closed
form pruning conditions.

For all methods the same convergence criteria has been used: the
algorithm stops i) when the number of basis functions between two
consecutive iterations has stabilized and ii) when the ��-norm of the
difference between the values of hyperparameters at two consecutive
iterations is less than 	��
. In the first experiment we also interrupt
the algorithms when the number of iterations exceeds 	��. Also, to
simplify the analysis of the simulation results we assume ���� to be
known and fixed in all simulations.

We begin now with the analysis of the synthetic data experiment.
To generate data for sparse vector estimation we construct a random
design matrix  � ��� by drawing �� samples from a standard
Gaussian distribution; the target vector ��� is then generated according to
(1) with the weight vector��� having only � nonzero elements equal to 1
at random locations. We also test the performance of the fast variational
SBL with adjusted pruning condition (16) (FV-SBL) by simulating an
oracle estimator that knows the true signal SNR; the true SNR is then
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA

used as the SNR�

� adjustment in (16). The corresponding simulation re-
sults are summarized in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the plots in Fig. 1(a)
and (b) that FV-SBL with adjusted pruning condition is able to esti-
mate the true sparsity of the signal, achieving the smallest normalized
mean-square error (NMSE) almost over the whole tested SNR range.
V-RVM as well as PX-VB, although they perform well in terms of the
reached NMSE, do not produce sparse estimates. The reason for that
is a very high threshold value: V-RVM requires many more than ���

iterations for the hyperparameters to reach the ���� pruning threshold;
PX-VB converges faster than V-RVM [see Fig. 1(c)], but lands in a
local nonsparse optimum of the variational objective function. FV-SBL
without SNR-based adjustment and FMLM perform similar to RVM,
V-RVM and PX-VB methods in terms of NMSE and slightly better
in terms of the number of estimated components. In Fig. 1(c) and (d),
we demonstrate the convergence properties of the algorithms for SNR
fixed at 10 dB. Observe that FV-SBL clearly outperform other estima-
tion schemes; FV-SBL with adjusted pruning criterion converges ex-
tremely rapidly (in roughly three to four iterations). PX-VB converges
faster than RVM and V-RVM, but does not lead to a sparse estimate
with the used pruning threshold.

Now, let us discuss the CCS data set. The data is normalized to zero
mean and unit variance; 70% of the data were picked at random for
training and the remaining set was used for testing. The design matrix
��� consisted of a constant bias term ���

�
� ��� � � � � ��� and � Gaussian

kernels ���
�

centered at the measurement samples. The variance of the
additive noise ���� as well as the variance of the Gaussian kernels
�� were estimated using cross-validation with the FV-SBL algorithm;
these parameters were then fixed at the estimated values ���� � ���

and �� � 	�
 for all compared methods. For the FV-SBL method
with the adjusted pruning criterion we used SNR�

� � 10 dB for all
components. The corresponding performance results are summarized
in Table I. Here again the FV-SBL approach outperforms the other
methods: it achieves very sparse results with only 55 basis functions in
13 iterations, only marginally losing in NMSE as compared to RVM,
V-RVM and PX-VB. The latter method achieves the best NMSE and
is second to only FV-SBL schemes in terms of convergence rate; how-
ever, it does not lead to a sparse solution. Observe that the V-RVM algo-
rithm is interrupted after ��� iterations. Although the sparsity param-
eters �� continue to diverge, the rate of divergence is very low, which
prevents them from reaching the used pruning threshold. Notice also
that FV-SBL with adjusted pruning condition leads to the sparsest esti-
mator and converges very rapidly, but nonetheless loses in the achieved
NMSE. This happens due to the fact that SNR�

� in (16) has been chosen
to be equal for all basis functions, which might not be valid for the CCS
data set. As a result, this choice leads to an overly sparse estimator that
removes relevant basis functions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, a fast variational SBL framework has been considered.
For the SBL problem with a Gaussian likelihood model and Gaussian

sparsity priors the stationary points of sparsity parameter update ex-
pressions as well as conditions that guarantee convergence to these
stationary points—pruning conditions—have been obtained in a closed
form. This eliminates the need to iterate the variational update expres-
sions and boosts the convergence rate of the algorithm. It has been
shown that for the case of noninformative hyperpriors, the mean of the
sparsity parameter pdf that maximizes the variational lower bound also
maximizes the marginal likelihood function with respect to this sparsity
parameter; furthermore, the corresponding pruning conditions for fast
variational SBL and the fast marginal likelihood maximization method
are equivalent. However, in contrast to marginal likelihood maximiza-
tion method, the pruning conditions obtained with the fast variational
method reveal the relationship between the sparsity properties of SBL
and a measure of SNR. This relationship enables an adjustment of the
pruning condition such that only the components with a predefined
quality (in terms of SNR) are retained in the model. Simulation studies
demonstrate that this adjustment allows for an estimation of the true
signal sparsity in simulated scenarios and further accelerates the con-
vergence rate of the algorithm.
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